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SIGNIFICANCE OF GHEE IN TARPANA
Peiris, K.p.p - 

and Abegunasekra, N.S
Department of Shalya shalakya,Gampaha wickramarachchi.dFrrveda Institute,

University of Kelaniya,Sri Lanka
drpriyanip@gmail.com

r:-:.;hikitsa is a speciality in Ayurveda and akshi tarpana is a commonly used type of
i*i' ': kriya kalpa.According to Charaka acharya,the most effective treatment for vathai ,: irehana and he mentioned akshi tarpana as a formal method among 24 formal
: -. ,': snehana.In Ayurveda, Ghee is considered with utmost importance in every aspect
c:-r::rt. It is an animal originated fat and said to be the best among jangama snehalfatu' : animal origin).It is a blproduct of cow's milk. A literature stidy wur carried out
'-': its usage in drusti prasadana guna (clarification of vision) and to understand the

' ' :ehind the tarpana. It was also wished to emphasize the value of ghee in the terms of
':' and also through the modern findings. Data were collected using Ayurveda treaties

o: - -Jary sources of information such as books and World Wide Web. Ghee has a miracle: :enetrating. Hence, it clarifies the vision by expurgating the delicate channels. It also$ ' e:v special properties namely Yogawahi guna(ability to ipread rapidly throughout the
': sanskara anuwarthana guna (ability to acquire the properties oia mixed diug while

--' its own properties without a change).Ghee has a synergetic action which enhance the

o'rds: Drusti Prasadana Guna, |angama Sneha, yogawahi Guna, sanskara Anuwarthana Guna
ration Code: LKI162

-:;c effect of other herbal drugs by mix with them, withJut harm qualities of itself. The
-:lc action of ghee is affected in two ways in akshi tarpana.They u." -or. absorption of
: :r-cornial surface and less convergence oflight rays by adjusting the refractive index of
:a giving the direct pressure from the drug.

PHILOSOPHICAL AND CLINICAT APPLICATION OF
VARIOUS NYAYA IN CHARAKA-SAMHITA
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r:r-eda has been an ancient science of life. During its literary emergence and development,
r :as been greatly influenced by contemporu.yr"dur, puranas, trpiirhudur, darshanas and;-r l:+^-^+,,-^ AIaL-, ,r r.r

: 11.1"1?*r: ,111h:"qh 
philosophy seerns to intervene its theories directly to explain'^! arlersrurL' ^rLuuu6[ PrrrrusuPrry seerns Io lntervene lts theorles directly tO explain

' l-actual and clinical observations, yet trea.tises are constituted bythe principlei of samskrit: lactual and clinical observations, yet trea.tises are constituted by the principles of samskrit
:ar and literature, thus it can be said that roots of aprrveda reside in vedas, darshanas
:lskrit. All the original matrix of this divine science has been evolved from vedas and
:arly from atharveda that is further supported by numerous theories of darshanas with
;rr no modification. Appropriate Understanding of these theories in a better way is more

ial.for scholars of A1'urveda for the purpose of accurate implementation of these concepts
cally. These concepts can be easily understood by nyaya. Nyaya is the nugget ofwords that

takes the form of a common occurrence or a story that can be applied IJ an aphorism to
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